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ABSTRACT

Lower socioeconomic position (SEP), both accumulated across the life course and at different life-stages, has been found to be associated with higher cumulative physiological burden, as measured by allostatic load. This study aimed to identify what factors mediate the association between SEP and allostatic load, as measured through combining cardiovascular, metabolic and inflammatory markers. We explored the role of material, psychological and behavioral factors, accumulated across two periods in time, in mediating the association between SEP and allostatic load. Data are from the West of Scotland Twenty-07 Study, with respondents followed over five waves of data collection from ages 35 to 55 (n = 999). Allostatic load was measured by summing nine binary biomarker scores (‘1’ = in the highest-risk quartile) measured when respondents were 55 years old (wave 5). SEP was measured by a person’s accumulated social class over two periods All mediators and SEP were measured at baseline in 1987 and 20 years later and combined to form accumulated measures of risk. Material mediators included car and home ownership, and having low income. The General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12) was used as the psychosocial mediator. Behavioral mediators included smoking, alcohol consumption, physical activity and diet. Path analysis using linear regressions adjusting for sex were performed for each of the potential mediators to assess evidence of attenuation in the association between lower SEP and higher allostatic load. Analyses by mediator type revealed that renting one’s home (approximately 78% attenuation) and having low income (approx. 62% attenuation) largely attenuated the SEP–allostatic load association. GHQ did not attenuate the association. Smoking had the strongest attenuating effect of all health behaviors (by 33%) with no other health behaviors attenuating the association substantially. Material factors, namely home tenure and income status, and smoking have important roles in explaining socioeconomic disparities in allostatic load, particularly when accumulated over time.

1. Background

Our bodies are often being challenged by changing and sometimes stressful environmental conditions that can alter the stability of our physiological systems. Allostasis is an active process where, given these challenges, our bodies attempt to maintain optimal physiological function by altering the operating set points or range (‘moving the goalposts’) of the physiological systems involved in adapting and reacting to these conditions (Sterling and Eyer, 1988). The wear and tear, or cumulative physiological burden, that occurs following the repeated activation of the allostatic response is known as allostatic load. Allostatic load is measured by combining several biomarker measures across an array of systems including the cardiovascular, metabolic and inflammatory systems, and has been shown to predict the risk of major health outcomes including heart disease and all-cause mortality (Seeman et al., 1997, 2004; Gruenewald et al., 2009; Karlamangla et al., 2006; Sabbah et al., 2008). Importantly, many of the individual components of allostatic load are not risk predictors for these same health outcomes, suggesting that the allostatic load construct could provide additional predictive power of disease risk over individual biomarkers. Assessing these biomarkers together as allostatic load helps us to understand the synergistic
nature of the physiological burden on the body imposed by exposure to damaging environmental stressors. This could make allostatic load an important, early predictor of disease risk and improve our understanding of how physiological damage develops across the body.

There is growing evidence that allostatic load is socially patterned, with higher allostatic load associated with lower socioeconomic position (SEP), including SEP measured contemporaneously with allostatic load, as well as over time and during developmentally-important life stages such as childhood (measured distally to allostatic load) (Gruenewald et al., 2012; Gustafsson et al., 2011, 2012; Hawkley et al., 2011; Robertson et al., 2014). However, less is known about the potential pathways that link SEP and allostatic load. Three major mediating pathways have been suggested between SEP and health, namely material factors (e.g. income, employment status, ownership of material goods such as a car or home), psychosocial (e.g. stress)/psychological (e.g. distress) factors and health behaviors (e.g. smoking, alcohol consumption) (Adler and Ostrove, 1999; Adler and Stewart, 2010). Given the evidence for links between SEP and health, SEP and allostatic load, and allostatic load and health, we propose that these same potential mediators could be involved in mediating the relationship between SEP and allostatic load. Given the theoretical links between the allostatic load concept and the stress response, and lower SEP and increased stressful environment (Baum et al., 1999; Brunner, 1997; Cohen et al., 2006), it would be expected that psychosocial/psychological factors would be important explanatory factors for the relationship between SEP and allostatic load (McEwen, 2001, 2006; Stewart, 2006). The socially patterned material factors linking SEP and allostatic load could relate to increased exposure to harmful conditions in the workplace, home and neighborhood, including toxins, damp, overcrowding, etc., as well as being interlinked to psychosocial factors (such as low control and high stress) that lead to psychological distress, which may play a role in both damaging and preventing repair to multiple physiological systems in the body. The carcinogens and health-damaging components in tobacco, alcohol, and some foods (and the lack of restorative efforts brought about by low physical activity) have the potential to impact on allostatic load, and are typically socially patterned. While these three pathways have distinct components, they are not mutually exclusive and are likely to combine in mediating the SEP–allostatic load association (Bartley, 2003). There has been evidence that some health behaviors, as well as a mix of psychosocial and psychological factors, explain some part of the SEP–allostatic load association (Gruenewald et al., 2012; Gustafsson et al., 2011, 2012; Hawkley et al., 2011). However, the number of studies are limited, the results inconsistent and material factors have had limited attention. The aim of this study was to examine the degree to which these material, psychological and behavioral factors explain the association between SEP and allostatic load, as measured through combining cardiovascular, metabolic and inflammatory markers. Given the strong links between stress and allostatic load, one would predict that psychosocial factors would play a major role in attenuating the SEP–allostatic load association. In this study we have used a measure of psychological distress, one mechanism linking psychosocial circumstances and health, and predicted that this psychological mediator would have the greatest attenuating effect, followed by material factors and then behavioral mediators.

2. Methods

2.1. Study sample

Data were from the West of Scotland Twenty-07 Study, a community-based, prospective study, with respondents aged approximately 35 in 1987 (wave 1/W1) and followed up in a further four waves over the next 20 years. This is an important stage in the life course for the early development of disease and therefore a key life stage to investigate allostatic load. A more detailed description of the study is available elsewhere Benzeval et al. (2009). Data, including blood samples at wave 5 (W5) (2007/8), were collected by trained nurses in the homes of the study participants when respondents were aged approximately 55. Ethical approval for the baseline study was granted in 1986 by the GP Sub-Committee of Greater Glasgow Health Board and the ethics sub-committee of the West of Scotland Area Medical Committees. Wave 5 was approved by the Tayside Committee on Medical Research Ethics.
2.2. Biomarkers and allostatic load

Allostatic load was operationalized based on methods described by Seeman et al. (2008) and Bird et al. (2010), although this operationalization does not include any stress markers. The strengths and weaknesses of this operationalization are discussed later. The selected biomarkers represent three physiological systems: cardiovascular [systolic and diastolic blood pressure, and pulse rate]; metabolic [glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c), total cholesterol, high density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol and waist-ratio (WHR)]; and inflammatory [C-reactive protein (CRP) and serum albumin]. Adjustments were made to the biomarkers to account for the effect of medications. For those on anti-hypertensive medication, systolic and diastolic blood pressures were adjusted by adding 10 mmHG and 5 mmHG, respectively (Law et al., 2003). Respondents taking diabetes medication had 1% added to their HbA1c values (Kinschuck et al., 2013). Where respondents were taking statins, total cholesterol values had 21.24 mg/dL (1.18 mmol/l) added Law et al., 2003. Where respondents were taking diuretic medication, total cholesterol values were reduced by 4% (Weir and Moser, 2000). HDL values were increased by 10% where respondents were taking beta-blockers (Weir and Moser, 2000).

Allostatic load was constructed by first dichotomizing, separately for each sex, each of the nine biomarkers based on respondents in the highest quartile of risk (‘1’) versus the rest (‘0’). These binary measures were then summed to create the overall allostatic load score (ranging from 0 to 9) (Seeman et al., 2004; Bird et al., 2010).

2.3. Socioeconomic position

SEP was based on head of household occupational social class (Registrar General’s 1980 Social Class (RGSC) OPCS, 1980) and operationalized as the accumulated SEP over two time periods spanning 20 years. SEP was measured at baseline in 1987 and again at wave 5, with current or most recent social class data used. The six-category variable at each wave was dichotomized into manual (VI, V and III-M) and non-manual SEP (III-NM, II, I), thereby giving a possible score of 0, 1 or 2 (waves defined as being in a non-manual social class, i.e. higher SEP). The RGSC measure has been described as being “...theoretically) a measure of prestige or social standing, (thus) could be argued that the relation of this classification to health should be interpreted as due to the advantages bestowed by elevated social standing and increased prestige. In practice it is often interpreted as an indicator of both social standing and material reward and resources” (Galobardes et al., 2006b).

2.4. Material mediators

Data on car ownership, home ownership and income were based on self-report. Car ownership and home ownership, amongst other measures of household assets, have been hypothesized to be more direct indicators of material circumstances within the SEP construct (Davey-Smith and Egger, 1992). Both measures reflect income, but also access to resources and power (Carr-Hill et al., 1992). There may also be direct causal mechanisms between car/home ownership and health through for example, safer transport, changes in exposure to pollutants (positive and negative) or damp or overcrowded housing. It must also be noted that these measures have overlaps with behavioral, as well as psychological and psychosocial, factors, for example, owning a car resulting in decreased physical activity (behavioral), but increased pride/self-esteem (psychosocial) (MacIntyre et al., 1998). Income is linked to health through multiple pathways including behavioral and psychological/psychosocial, (Benzeval et al., 2014) although the material pathway may be considered the primary driver through access to resources.

Car ownership was based on a simple yes/no question. Respondents were classified as home renters if they rented their home either from social housing stock or from a private landlord (‘1’) or were classified as homeowners (‘0’). Income was based on monthly net household income, equivalised for household size and used as a continuous measure of British Pounds (£) per week. The top and bottom 1% of values on the income distribution were excluded (trimmed) to limit the effect of outliers, a common method when measuring income inequality (Cowell and Victoria-Feser, 1996). Respondents were considered to have a low income (‘1’) if their income fell within the lowest 60% of those earning less than the median trimmed income of the cohort (a common measure of poverty in the United Kingdom).

2.5. Psychosocial and psychological mediators

Ideally, we would employ a psychosocial mediator such as stress, defined as “the interaction between people and their social environment involving psychological processes” (Egan et al., 2008), but unfortunately such variables were not available in the study. We therefore used the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12) to derive a psychological factor for this study. The GHQ-12 comprises 12 self-complete questions describing mood states used to assess psychiatric morbidity, with six of the questions being positively phrased and six negatively phrased (Goldberg and Williams, 1988). Each item of the GHQ-12 has four possible response options and these were scored dichotomously using the GHQ method (all items coded 0-0-1-1). Missing items were scored zero. The 12 scores were then summed and a cut-off for mental ill health derived from the mean score. For both waves 1 and 5, mean GHQ scores were approximately 2, setting a cut-off of 3 or more as a case (‘1’) compared to not being considered a case (‘0’).

2.6. Behavioral mediators

Data on smoking, alcohol consumption, diet and physical activity were based on self-report. Behavioral variables created for these analyses were based, where possible, on contemporary guidelines, as well as making variables homogeneous between waves. Smoking status at both waves 1 and 5 was defined as current (‘1’) versus ex- or non-smoker (‘0’). Weekly alcohol consumption was used to define respondents as below (‘0’) versus above (‘1’) gender-specific recommended weekly limits (<21 versus 22+ units for males; ≤14 versus 15+ units for females) (Changing Scotland’s Relationship with Alcohol, 2009). Alcohol strength changed for some drinks during follow-up (Bromley et al., 2003) and we recalculated this variable in wave 5, although this change had no impact on our results. Physical activity was based on the number of occasions per week that respondents took part in an activity “lasting more than 20 min” that made them “sweat or (be) out of breath”, reflecting guidelines at the time. Respondents were dichotomized into high physical activity (at least 20 min once a week; ’0’) versus low physical activity (less than once a week; ‘1’). Diet, from food-frequency questionnaires, was based on the number of days per week on which participants reported eating fruit and vegetables. Respondents were classified as having a poor diet (‘1’) if they had at least one day per week with no fruit or vegetables consumed versus not having a poor diet if they consumed fruit and vegetables every day of the week (‘0’) (See Table 1).

2.7. Cumulative mediators

For each individual measure (e.g. smoking, income, etc.), and for the combined factors, a cumulative measure was generated using
Table 1
Material, psychological and behavioral mediator descriptives. *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material mediators</th>
<th>Psychological mediators</th>
<th>Behavioral mediators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Number of waves classed as non-manual (higher) SEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulated car ownership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>38 (4%)</td>
<td>15 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One measurement wave</td>
<td>776 (79%)</td>
<td>114 (65%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both measurement waves</td>
<td>172 (17%)</td>
<td>46 (27%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulated home ownership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>149 (15%)</td>
<td>83 (47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One measurement wave</td>
<td>253 (26%)</td>
<td>70 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both measurement waves</td>
<td>580 (59%)</td>
<td>22 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulated low income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low income for both measurement waves</td>
<td>78 (9%)</td>
<td>43 (29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low income at one measurement wave</td>
<td>174 (21%)</td>
<td>40 (27%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never low income</td>
<td>586 (70%)</td>
<td>32 (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Of respondents who took part in waves 1 and 5.
data from both waves of survey data such that each mediator could take a value of 0, 1 or 2, with higher scores representing more negative material, psychological or behavioral exposures.

2.8. Statistical analyses

Although 999 respondents took part in W5 of the study, not all respondents had complete data available. The amount of missing data across all measures was 3.6% for those taking part in wave 5, although if complete-case analyses were carried out 42% of respondents would show some missing data. Multiple Imputation (MI) was therefore used to address potential biases arising from missing values. Complete-case sensitivity analysis was also carried out, but the results mirrored the substantive findings of the MI analyses (presented here). Thirty-five imputed datasets were created, and analyses were performed using the ‘ice’ and ‘mibeta’ packages in Stata (ver.11, Stata Corp., Texas, USA). Auxiliary variables (those not included in the analysis, but which help predict missingness) were included in the imputation model and included self-rated health (W1 & W5), years spent in full-time education (W5), self-assessed disability (W1), self-assessed fitness (W1) and religion (W1). All analyses were adjusted for clustered sampling at baseline and were weighted to the living baseline sample at the time of the W5 interviews using inverse probability weights to correct for bias due to drop out (Seaman and Benzeval, 2011). These weights were also included in the imputation model. Linear regression was used for the statistical analyses using a path analysis approach. First, a basic model, including sex, was used to determine the association between SEP and allostatic load, with a negative regression coefficient representing lower allostatic load being associated with higher SEP. This basic model was built on by performing further regression analyses including each individual mediator grouped by mediator type (material, psychological or behavioral) to consider the individual degree of attenuation of each potential pathway on the association. The standardized beta coefficients generated were then used to determine the direct and indirect effects between SEP and allostatic load (as seen in Figs. 2–6) Stata’s ‘mibeta’ command does not allow for the calculation of confidence intervals with standardized coefficients, therefore unstandardized coefficients are also presented, with confidence intervals and p-values in Table 2. These p-values are applicable to both standardized and unstandardized coefficients. Percentage attenuation was used as an additional inspection tool to assess the impact of each potential mediator on the SEP-allostatic load association and was calculated as:

\[
\text{Percentage Attenuation} = \left( \frac{\text{Unstandardized regression coefficient for the association between SEP and allostatic load}}{\text{Unstandardized regression coefficient for the association between SEP and allostatic load after adjustment for mediators}} \right) \times 100\%
\]

Fig. 2. Path analysis for the association between SEP and Allostatic Load accounting for accumulated material deprivation. (A) Basic model examining the direct path between SEP and allostatic load, adjusted for sex. (B) Direct path between material deprivation (all low material possessions) and allostatic load, adjusted for sex. (C) Full path analysis of the association between SEP and allostatic load (direct path) accounting for accumulated material deprivation (indirect path) and adjusting for sex. NB all coefficients are standardized.

Fig. 3. Path analysis for the association between SEP and Allostatic Load accounting for each of the potential Material Mediators. (A) Basic model examining the direct path between SEP and allostatic load, adjusted for sex. (B) Full path analysis of the association between SEP and allostatic load (direct path) accounting for lack of car ownership (indirect path) and adjusting for sex. (C) Full path analysis of the association between SEP and allostatic load (direct path) accounting for renting (versus owning) one’s own home (indirect path) and adjusting for sex. (D) Full path analysis of the association between SEP and allostatic load (direct path) accounting for low income (indirect path) and adjusting for sex. NB all coefficients are standardized.
3. Results

1444 respondents were included in the baseline sample in 1987/88, with 999 taking part in W5 (542 women). Those who remained in the sample by W5 had higher SEP, lower prevalence of health-damaging behaviors and better health than those in the baseline sample. Based on non-imputed data, mean allostatic load for men and women was 2.5 (SD = 1.6) and 2.0 (SD = 1.6), respectively. This difference was statistically significant (Fig. 2A). Eighteen percent of respondents were classed as being in the manual social class grouping across both measurement waves, with 62%

Fig. 4. Path analysis for the association between SEP and Allostatic Load accounting for Accumulated Poor Psychological Function. (A) Basic model examining the direct path between SEP and allostatic load, adjusted for sex. (B) Direct path between accumulated poor psychological function and allostatic load, adjusted for sex. (C) Full path analysis of the association between SEP and allostatic load (direct path) accounting for poor psychological function (indirect path) and adjusting for sex. NB all coefficients are standardized.

Fig. 5. Path analysis for the association between SEP and allostatic Load accounting for Accumulated Negative Behaviors. (A) Basic model examining the direct path between SEP and allostatic load, adjusted for sex. (B) Direct path between accumulated negative behaviors and allostatic load, adjusted for sex. (C) Full path analysis of the association between SEP and allostatic load (direct path) accounting for negative behaviors (indirect path) and adjusting for sex. NB all coefficients are standardized.

Fig. 6. Path Analysis for the association between SEP and allostatic load accounting for each of the potential behavioral mediators. (A) Basic model examining the direct path between SEP and allostatic load, adjusted for sex. (B) Full path analysis of the association between SEP and allostatic load (direct path) accounting for smoking status (indirect path) and adjusting for sex. (C and B) Full path analysis of the association between SEP and allostatic load (direct path) accounting for low physical activity (indirect path) and adjusting for sex. (D) Full path analysis of the association between SEP and allostatic load (direct path) accounting for heavy alcohol consumption (indirect path) and adjusting for sex. (E) Full path analysis of the association between SEP and allostatic load (direct path) accounting for poor diet (indirect path) and adjusting for sex. NB all coefficients are standardized.
classed as non-manual across both waves. Renting one’s own home and having low income were typically lower in those with lower SEP, as expected (Table 2). The pattern was more mixed for car ownership, highlighting the changing nature of car ownership since 1987. Poor psychological function showed the social patterning one might expect, with higher prevalence in those experiencing lower SEP. Smoking and poor diet showed similar social patterning, although the patterns for heavy drinking and low physical activity were more evenly spread across the socioeconomic spectrum (Table 2).

Increasing SEP was associated with lower allostatic load (unstandardized coefficient, $B = -0.45$; 95% CI = -0.65, -0.24, $p < 0.001$) (Table 2). Material deprivation fully attenuated the association between SEP and allostatic load (>100%) (Table 2). Path analysis confirmed that as well as attenuating this association, material deprivation was significantly associated with both SEP (higher SEP with greater material deprivation) and allostatic load (Table 2). Path analysis confirmed that as well as attenuating this association, material deprivation was significantly associated with both SEP (higher SEP with greater material deprivation) and allostatic load (higher allostatic load with lower SEP) (Fig. 2), matching Baron and Kenny’s classical criteria for mediation (Baron and Kenny, 1986). Two of the three material mediators had a strong attenuating effect on this relationship between SEP and allostatic load so that it was no longer statistically significant at $p \leq 0.05$. Renting one’s own home had the largest impact, reducing the regression coefficient by 78% ($B = -0.10$; 95% CI: -0.31, 0.11; $p = 0.35$), while accounting for low income attenuation by 62% ($B = -0.17$; 95% CI: -0.36, 0.23; $p = 0.08$). Renting one’s own home (Fig. 3C) and low income (Fig. 3D) both met the criteria for mediation, as confirmed by path analysis. Car ownership showed no attenuation effect (Table 2), nor was it associated either with SEP or allostatic load (Fig. 3A).

GHQ-12 was used to represent psychological factors, but only minimally attenuated the association between SEP and allostatic load (by 4%, with the association remaining statistically significant: $B = -0.43$; 95% CI = -0.63, -0.22, $p < 0.001$) (Table 2). Although poor psychological function was associated with lower SEP in the path analysis, it was not associated with allostatic load (Fig. 4C).

Health-damaging behaviors attenuated the SEP–allostatic load association by only 24%, with the association remaining statistically significant: $B = -0.34$; 95% CI = -0.55, -0.14, $p = 0.002$) (Table 2). Path analysis confirmed that more negative behaviors did meet the other criteria for mediation, with higher levels being social patterned (higher prevalence with lower SEP) and being associated with higher allostatic load (Fig. 5). Of the four behavioral mediators, only smoking had any marked attenuating effect, reducing the association by 33% ($B = -0.30$; 95% CI = -0.52, -0.09, $p = 0.007$), but again the association between SEP and allostatic load remained statistically significant (Table 2). As with overall negative behaviors, smoking was significantly higher in those with lower SEP and was associated with higher allostatic load scores (Fig. 6B).

4. Discussion

This study has found evidence that negative behavioral and poorer material factors account for much of the association between higher SEP and lower allostatic load in middle-aged men and women from a community-based UK cohort. Home ownership and low income, but not car ownership, attenuated the SEP–allostatic load association by between approximately 60% and 80%. Smoking, but not alcohol consumption, poor diet or low physical activity, attenuated the SEP–allostatic load association by a third. Adjustment for GHQ-12, a measure of psychological circumstances, had next to no attenuating effect.

There is growing evidence for a link between higher SEP and lower allostatic load, which is supported here. However, consistent evidence linking material, psychosocial and/or psychological and behavioral factors as mediators of the association is still lacking. In a study of over 800 US men aged 21–80, Kubzansky et al. (1999) found that higher levels of perceived hostility attenuated the association between lower education and higher allostatic load (Kubzansky et al., 1999). Hawkley et al. (2011) also found that hostility (and poor sleep) attenuated the association between SEP and allostatic load in approximately 200 US men and women aged 51–69 (Hawkley et al., 2011). However, a range of other psychological and behavioral measures (smoking, alcohol consumption, physical activity and diet) had no impact. Similarly, Schulz et al. (2012) found that measures of stress and negative life events helped explain the (neighborhood-level) social gradient in allostatic load in nearly 1000 US middle-aged men and women, whereas health behaviors did not. Finally, Gruenewald et al. (2012) found that smoking, alcohol consumption, fast food consumption and reduced contact with friends helped explain approximately 35–40% of the SEP–allostatic load association in 1000 US men and women, aged 35–85 (Gruenewald et al., 2012). However, life events, stress and coping-skills had only a minimal effect.

Material factors have been largely ignored as possible mediators between SEP and allostatic load in previous literature. However, recent work by Gustafsson et al. (2014) has explored the links between neighborhood SEP and allostatic load, including the contribution of personal material disadvantage (using a summative score of 14 different material measures) Gustafsson et al. (2014) found that material disadvantage only slightly attenuated the association between lower neighborhood SEP and higher allostatic load, with the SEP–allostatic load association still remaining statistically significant after adjustment. Our analysis has shown a more significant role for material disadvantage in explaining the link between individual SEP and allostatic load, with factors such as renting one’s own home and having low income strongly attenuating the association between SEP and allostatic load. Occupation-based measures of SEP (e.g. working age social class used here) are strongly tied to income and material goods/opportunities, as measured by car ownership, home ownership and income status (Galobardes et al., 2006a), hence the stronger attenuating effect. The material and psychosocial/psychological pathways that help explain socioeconomic inequalities in allostatic load and health are not mutually exclusive and may be difficult to separate (Bartley, 2003). These material factors may be related to increased exposure to harmful conditions in the workplace, home and neighborhood (toxins, carcinogens, crime, injury, etc.), but also increased prevalence of negative psychosocial factors (e.g. stressors, lack of coping skills, etc.) (Adler and Ostrove, 1999) and consequent psychological distress. Therefore, it is difficult to be certain that there is no psychosocial or psychological mediation between lower SEP and higher allostatic load. Our results provide evidence that interventions targeted further upstream to health outcomes, especially material deprivation, could be important if we are to try and reduce inequalities in allostatic load and possibly health.

In terms of behavioral pathways, only smoking had any marked attenuating effect. Smoking has been linked with detrimental effects (direct and indirect) on many of the individual components of the allostatic load construct (Omvik, 1998; Moffatt, 1988; Tonstad and Cowan, 2009; Will et al., 2001) and has been extensively linked with lower SEP (Hiscock et al., 2012). If smoking prevalence can be significantly reduced in Scotland (and other countries) it could wield significant power in reducing inequalities in allostatic load and health. However, it must be noted that there may be long-lasting impacts of negative behaviors (as well as material circumstances) on allostatic load not captured here.

We have found little evidence to support psychological factors, as measured with GHQ, mediating the SEP–allostatic load
association. This may be the result of GHQ being a measure of mental health and less effective at capturing broader psychosocial factors such as stress, one of the major pathways hypothesized to link SEP and allostatic load. No alternative direct measures of stress were consistently available in this study.

This is the first study to focus on the three possible pathways that may link SEP and allostatic load, utilizing a relatively large general population sample of men and women. In addition, we have used a measure of SEP and mediators accumulated over time, most likely to show the strongest relationship with long-term cumulative physiological damage, as measured by allostatic load. We have further strengthened this study by using multiple imputation to address issues of potential bias through item missingness and probability weights to minimize the effects of bias through attrition.

The measures selected to encapsulate the three theoretical pathways may not be all encompassing, but we have selected a relatively large number and broad-range of measures, essential in better understanding and considering the complex interactions and effects of these mediators when considering interventions.

One potential limitation is only using respondents at one age. This lack of a continuous age range limits the conclusions that can be made about the ages not sampled here, although it gives a good indication of the association at middle age. Our allostatic load construct did not contain any markers from the hypothalamic pituitary adrenal (HPA) axis that forms part of the neuroendocrine system (stress response). The stress response is believed to play a key role in allostasis and subsequent allostatic load, with a cascade of events that starts with primary stress mediators, such as cortisol, before initial stress responses (‘primary effects’ such as rapid increases in blood pressure, and sugars and fats that supply the body with extra energy) and then to secondary and tertiary outcomes (measured in our allostatic load model). These stress markers are difficult to measure in large surveys where direct examination of the stress response (e.g. measuring cortisol) is problematic due to the circadian rhythms shown in these stress hormones and the rapid sampling required in order to measure baseline versus activated levels. Inclusion of measures such as cortisol could improve the power of allostatic load as an earlier risk predictor for disease, but their exclusion does not invalidate this allostatic load construct as the subsequent outcomes of cortisol release are still included. It is also important to consider limitations in the measurement and meaning of the mediators. The data for all the mediators is self-report. This can lead to under- or over-estimates of some health behaviors such as alcohol or physical activity (Boniface and Shelton, 2013; Prince et al., 2008). The measures selected for this analysis were based on a priori knowledge of their relevance for their specific mediator groupings, but availability (and lack thereof) also influences which individual components can be included in the analysis. In terms of SEP, we used occupational-based social class as it is a well-validated measure of SEP in the UK, as well as being measured consistently over time and rarely affected by non-response. Finally, we dichotomized our SEP measure to manual/non-manual categories to ease construction of a long-term SEP measure. While dichotomizing the RGSC measure is a common and validated procedure, the meaning of social class (and the binary distinction) has become less relevant over time in the UK (with the increase in non-manual service sector jobs such as call centers, for example).

In summary, we have found evidence that material conditions, as well as smoking, are important mediators in the pathway between lower SEP and higher allostatic load. This is an important step in better understanding the pathways and mechanisms linking SEP, physiology and health.
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